No-Brainer Mods
2021
Three paranormal projects that’ll rock your DIY world.
BY SHAWN HAMMOND AND DAVE HELMER

F

rom YouTube to Instagram to myriad DIY forums, the internet is
filled with modders showing off their latest projects. Name your
flavor of guitar gluttony—from Gibsons to Fenders, offsets, and
shred machines—and there’s a virtual place you can go to both
feed your craving and feel better about how much time you spend obsessing over how to make your axe sound and play more to your liking. “You
think my tweaking tendencies are out of control? Check out this guy….”
Because there are so many places to get each other’s take on which pickups or nut material will yield such-and-such sound, this year’s No-Brainer
Mods outing (our fourth so far) takes the same tack as last year’s. As with
all past NBMs, we’ve purchased a handful of quality affordable axes, but
rather than just upgrading them with one of the innumerable sets of great
pickups on the market, and maybe a fancier bridge or set of tuners, we’re
taking a more adventurous approach. Guitar shops the world over are
full of well-made instruments you can get brand-new for $���–$��� and
then turn into something you’d never be able to buy off the rack simply
by investing a little more time and money. In the process, you’ll have a
whole lot of fun and hopefully end up with an inspiring new “custom”
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instrument. If something goes a little haywire or the experiment’s end
result isn’t quite as mind-blowing as you’d hoped, at least you haven’t
lost a ton of dough—and unless you’ve really botched things, you can
always try out your next great idea on the same “canvas.”
Considering how many cool, well-made affordable guitars there
are, what’s a “no-brainer” about all this isn’t so much what we do in
our No-Brainer Mods series—it’s that you take advantage of the waiting gold mine of possibilities to do the weird stuff that occurs to you.
We’re just here to stoke your imagination a little.
Last year, we had a blast walking the mod path less taken. We turned
a T-style into a ��-string, gave a Squier Starcaster the Jazzmaster trem so
many offset aficionados feel it needs, and made a semi-hollow Ibanez’s
dreams of sounding more orchestral a reality. This year, we’re taking on
a couple of mods that are roughly as ambitious as those, but we’ve also
thrown in one for folks who need something a little less invasive to chew
on during pandemic downtime. We’ve again enlisted guitar-repair guru
Dave Helmer, a two-time Red Wing lutherie graduate based in Iowa City,
Iowa, to carry out these glorious transformations. —Shawn Hammond

Squier Semi-Fretless “Cabronitar”
Squier instruments have long been a staple for
modders looking for an affordable, solid-playing
axe to put their own personal touch to. Beyond the
brand’s usual classic looks and respectable build,
the Paranormal Cabronita Telecaster Thinline
($��� street) we’ve chosen for our first mod has a
couple of additional neat things going for it. First,
it’s lighter than virtually any thinline/semi-hollow
guitar we’ve encountered in this price range. Second,
the fiesta red finish is so upscale looking it’s easy
to almost overlook the Fender-designed alnico
Jazzmaster pickups. We thought about swapping
them with a set of Seymour Duncan Antiquity or
Curtis Novak pickups, but then we remembered
our “more adventurous” MO. Besides, the pickups
sound pretty good (astute JM fans are bound to note
the unusual inclusion of adjustable pole pieces).
As I pondered what sort of specialized sonics
might be cool to add to the Cab, I hit on the idea of
turning this familiar-feeling guitar into a fretless
sitar. Having done fretless conversions before, Dave
called me a little after starting the project to make
what ended up being a fantastic suggestion: Why
not keep the frets on the lower half of the neck
and ditch ’em on the upper portion? That way the
“Cabronitar” could be used as both a chordal and
a lead instrument. Genius! In the end, we decided
on fretless past the ��th fret. >>>

As I pondered what
sort of specialized
sonics might be cool to
add to the Cab, I hit on
the idea of turning this
familiar-feeling guitar
into a fretless sitar."
>>> At first we thought we’d just buy one of
those Gotoh sitar bridges that Danelectro uses on
its Sitar and Baby Sitar instruments. However, as
of publishing time, it appears Gotoh is no longer
making them. This actually turned out to be a
boon, though, as the Gotoh wouldn’t have fit in the
space between the Cabronita’s bridge and bridge
pickup, and would have required more drastic
measures with the bridge and/or other hardware.
Even so, keep in mind that—at a quick glance—
the ebony “buzz bridge” portion of this mod looks
deceptively simple. Like us, you’ll likely end up
needing to fashion two or three bridges before
you’ve got all the minute cuts and surface angles
right. This fine-tuning by trial and error is why
you’ll notice successive photos below sometimes
show the guitar with strings on, then unstrung
with protective tape on the surface, then strungup again. That’s because the only way to know
for sure if you’re getting things right is to string
the guitar and see how it sounds at various points
throughout the process. So you’ll want to have a
few sets of your chosen strings on hand. Luckily,
Dave did a lot of great research and built a few
prototypes himself, and the lessons he learned
should help you get the nuances right, regardless
of the guitar model you’re modding. —SH
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Squier Semi-Fretless
“Cabronitar”

Pre-mod
Post-mod

Parts
• 2"x 5"x.023" maple veneer
• ($1 street per veneer)
• 3"x 3/4"x1/2" ebony bridge blank
($4 street)
Tools and Supplies You’ll Need
• Low-tack tape
• Medium Phillips
screwdriver
• Pencil
• Fret pullers
• Truss-rod wrench

• Allen wrenches (4 mm for the truss
rod adjustment and 1.5 mm for the
saddle height screws)
• 6" steel rule
• Fret-cleaning saw
• Fretting hammer
• Thin #10-grade superglue
• Whip Tips
• Superglue accelerator
• Razor knife and blades
• Sanding block
• Sandpaper (P320, P400, P600)
• Nut-making files

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9.5"-radius block
Radius gauge
Small sliding square
Drill press
Belt or spindle sander
No-chip countersink drill bit
1/8" brad-point drill bit
0000# steel wool
Medium and fine polishing compound
Blue shop towels
Digital calipers
Center punch
Lemon oil

DAVE’S STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Set up and intonate the guitar with
the strings of your choice. We used
D’Addario .011-gauge flatwounds tuned
to D standard.
2. Remove the strings and neck from the
body.
3. Place a piece of tape over the 10th fret
to visually mark the point past which
you’ll be removing frets. (We’re removing frets 11–22.)
4. Fretboards that have finish on the sides
of the frets (or grimy rosewood fretboards) will need to be lightly scored
on each side of every fret with a razor
knife before pulling. This will ensure
that the portion of the finish on the fret
itself won’t tear strips into the finish on
the fretboard when the fret is removed.
However, the sides of the frets on our
Squier have no finish over them, which
means we can pull the frets without
worrying about that.
5. To make it easier to remove frets
11–22, tighten the truss rod until the
neck has a slight back bow.
6. Starting on the treble side of whichever fret you’re beginning with, place
the lower left corner of the fret pullers
under the fret and pop its corner up
(Photo 1). Once it pops up, work your
way toward the bass side. (Photo
2). WARNING: Do not pull up on the

fret—the pullers will do the pulling
for you. Just focus on keeping the
tool against the board. Note: Some
guitar-repair folks use solder and
moisture to release frets, particularly
on older guitars, or those which have
seen a lot of use. But this guitar’s
frets came out dry and with no added
heat because it’s brand new. This is
an added benefit in our case, too, as
moisture would cause the fret slots to
swell, thus requiring us to wait till the
neck dried out before filling the slots
with maple veneer.
7. From the factory, both sides of the
Squier’s fret slots have maple fill (Photo
3) to hide the fret tangs. Use a fretcleaning saw to remove the fill and clean
the slots of any debris (Photos 4 and 5).
Don’t use much pressure, since the goal
is to clean rather than deepen them.
8. Our .0235"-thick maple veneer is a perfect fit for a fret slot. Use a razor knife
to cut 12 strips of it to a 1/4" depth, and
make sure each strip is long enough
that it pokes out a bit on each side of
the fretboard. (Photos 6 and 7).
9. Place the veneer strips into the fret
slots, making sure they’re pushed all
the way to the bottom of the slot. If necessary, lightly tap them with a fretting
hammer (Photo 8).

10. Use a Whip Tip to wick #10 superglue
into one slot at a time (Photo 9). Tip:
To avoid oversaturation and drippage,
work from the center of each fret, applying the glue into 1/3 of the fret slot at
a time. The glue should dry in 10–15
minutes, though superglue accelerator
will speed cure time to 5. Use superglue
and accelerator in a well-ventilated area
or work outside.
11. Use fret pullers to clip the veneers flush
to the edge of the fretboard (Photo 10).
12. Use a flat block of wood and sandpaper
(I prefer 3M Stikit) to sand the excess
veneer poking out on each end till it’s
flush with the treble and bass sides of
the neck—i.e., at the spots where the
fret ends used to be, not on the fretboard itself. We’ll do the latter in step 14.
13. Wick superglue into the full length of the
filled slot again and let it dry. Keep a
paper towel handy to clean up any excess.
14. Using a radiused block that conforms to
your guitar’s fretboard (as you can see in
Photo 11, ours is 9.5"), sand the veneer
flush with the face of the fretboard. Start
with 400 grit, then 600. Smooth out
scratches with 0000# steel wool.
15. Apply both a medium and a fine polishing compound by hand with a blue shop
towel, then buff it to a shine (Photo 12).
I buffed with blue shop towels, but paper
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INSTRUCTIONS CONT'D
towels work, or you could use a rag, like
a cutoff from a 100 percent cotton shirt.
16. Measure the height of the 6th- and 1ststring bridge saddles.
17. On the bridge, measure the height of the
6th- and 1st-string saddles and write it
down. On our Cabronita, the 1st string’s
was 5/16" and the 6th was 11/32" (Photo
13). Note: We needed to set up the guitar
with the proper string gauge prior to the
mod in order to ensure this measurement
would be correct after project completion.
18. To determine how much space you’ve
got for the “buzz” bridge we’ll be fashioning out of our ebony blank, measure
the distance between the front of the
saddles and the bridge pickup’s nearest
mounting screws, write it down, then
measure the width of the guitar’s existing bridge, and write that down, too.
Then use a band saw and belt sander to
form the ebony blank to those dimensions. Ours is 3/4" x 3".
19. Apply tape across the front of the
guitar’s existing bridge and mark a centerline between its front two mounting
screws (Photo 14). This will be a reference point for measuring the distance
from the buzz bridge’s center point to
the existing bridge’s saddles.
20. Measure from the bridge pickup’s mounting
screws to the centerline (Photo 15) drawn
in step 18 (ours is 3/8"). Measure that
same distance in from the left side of the
ebony blank and draw a line (Photo 16).
21. Use a ruler or digital calipers to measure
from the front of each bridge saddle
to the centerline between the bridge’s
front mounting screws (Photos 17 and
18). Additionally, each Squier saddle is
13/32" wide, so on the rear of the ebony
blank we will mark both the area of each
saddle and the distance from the centerline to the front face of the saddles
(Photo 19). We will then cut the excess
material away to ensure the strings
properly intonate once the buzz bridge
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is installed (Photo 20). Using the nutshaping files, snug the fit up against the
saddles. I used a flashlight to really see
where the ebony was touching each saddle. Tip: This step takes some extra time,
but it’s critical so be patient. Keep everything as square and flat as possible.
22. On the front face of the bridge blank (the
side that will be parallel to the side of the
bridge pickup, once installed), mark the
1st- and 6th-string heights from step 16
(5/16" and 11/32", respectively) and
then use a 9.5"-radius gauge to connect
the two points. This marks the area above
which material must be removed from the
ebony block so that its top will conform
to the radius of the strings and fretboard
(Photo 21). I used a belt sander, a
spindle sander, and a 9.5"-radius block to
shape the ebony down to the mark.
23. The first 1/4" to 3/8" of the side of the
buzz bridge that butts up against the
metal bridge saddles should be square
to the top of the buzz bridge in order for
each string to intonate as it did in step
1. The rest of the ebony bridge’s top
surface should slope slightly toward the
bridge pickup—anywhere from a 1/32"
to a 1/16" slope. This keeps the ebony
bridge’s top surface close enough to the
strings to facilitate that raspy, sitar-esque
sound, even when the strings are played
higher on the neck (which causes the
string angle at the bridge to increase).
Note: Getting the slope right may take
some time, so start small and work from
there. Once you’ve got it right, sand the

bridge with 600-grit paper and buff it with
0000# steel wool and a bit of lemon oil.
24. To get proper placement for the ebony
bridge’s screw holes, put a piece of tape
on the body (as shown previously in
Photo 14) and use a small sliding square
to find the center of each of the hardtail’s
front screw-mounting holes and mark the
center on a piece of tape placed on the
outer edge of the bridge (Photo 22). Slide
the buzz bridge into place and transfer
those marks to the ebony buzz bridge
using a punch. Then use a drill press to
bore holes with a 1/8" brad-point bit.
Tip: Place a scrap of wood beneath the
ebony so the edges of the hole don’t blow
out when the bit exits the bottom of the
blank. For a nice clean look, use a countersink bit to create a beveled look on the
holes’ edges (Photo 23).
25. Install the buzz bridge and string the
guitar (Photos 24 and 25).
26. To get the desired buzzing effect during
final setup, I raised each hardtail saddle
a bit, then slowly lowered it until the
string just started to meow a bit against
the buzz bridge. Some strings sounded
better with the saddle square against
the ebony, while others sounded better
with the saddle not quite square. Note:
At this stage, you may still find it beneficial to take the bridge off a few times
and fine-tune the amount of slope on
the ebony’s top surface. Fortunately, it’s
very easy to quickly remove and replace
the buzz bridge. Experiment and find
what sounds best to you!

So How Does It Sound?

What do you mean—how does it sound?! It sounds fantastic. Just as anticipated, the
textures and timbres made possible by the Cabronitar’s unique physics simply can’t
be convincingly replicated without a buzz bridge. Meanwhile, just as Dave predicted,
the ability to both fret chords without intonation worries on most of the neck and play
slippery melodies up the neck—an endeavor made easier and more pleasant thanks
to the flatwound strings—makes the guitar a potent specialty instrument. —SH
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Ibanez JEMJRSP with “Monkey Grip-u-Lator”
Steve Vai’s innovative, aesthetically vibrant
signature guitars have been turning heads
since his ���� debut as Ibanez’s most prominent and influential artist. The JEM���
started it all. But while Vai—then fresh off
both his first tour with David Lee Roth and
filming scenes as the Devil’s flamboyant
guitarist, Jack Butler, in Crossroads—has
always put the guitar’s unusual “monkey
grip” feature to good use, few mortals seem
to be able to pull it off with similar aplomb.
So we thought we’d take advantage of the
Parts
• Shaker Retro Rocket dynamic
harmonica mic ($128 street)
• SPDT momentary switches
(Cat #MPB-174, $2.70 each)
• 1/4" jack assembly
• Pickguard blank that matches
main pickguard, 0.106" thick, 11
1/4"x19 1/8" ($18 street)
• Thinner pickguard blank, .35"x 11
1/4"x19 1/8" ($17 street)
Tools and Supplies You’ll Need
• Soldering iron & rosin-core solder
• Wire strippers

grip anatomy on the JEMJRSP ($��� street)
to facilitate something more practical—yet
weird enough to hopefully still meet with
Vai’s approval. Taking inspiration from
another virtuosic experimentalist, avant
dreamscapist/sound mangler /former
Bowie sideman David Torn, we’ve decided
to use the space already carved out for the
monkey grip to house a circuit similar to the
“Tornipulator” he’s had installed in guitars
by luthiers Uli Teuffel, Saul Koll, and Izzy
Lugo at Ronin Stringed Instruments.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pencil
Heat shrink
Cloth guitar wire (any wire will work)
Router
1/2" router bit
Medium Phillips screwdriver
Razor knife
6" steel rule
No-chip countersink bit
Drill press
Band saw
Spindle sander
Nut-making file set
Vise
3/16" aircraft extension drill bit

Our “monkey grip-u-lator” circuit
has three momentary pushbuttons for
engaging �) a lo-fi “sampling” microphone (a Shaker-brand harmonica mic)
that’s been added under the guitar’s
pickguard, �) a ��-cycle hum (great for
conjuring anarchic/deconstructionist
vibes), and �) a �/�" auxiliary input you
can use to connect, say, your phone, an
old cassette player, or another outboard
device to aid in your havoc-wreaking
sonic adventures. —SH
• Drill
• Pickguard blank
• 3/32" high-speed steel (HSS)
drill bit
• 1/16" HSS drill bit
• 1/4" brad-point drill bit
• 1/8" brad-point bit
• 1/2" down-cut bit
• 1 3/8" spade bit
• Digital calipers
• Scribe / punch
• 800-grit sandpaper

DAVE’S STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Disassemble the Shaker mic and
remove the microphone element from
its enclosure. Solder two 8" wire leads
to the leads of the mic element. Use
heat-shrink tubing to reinforce and protect the solder joints (Photo 26)
2. Remove the guitar’s pickguard, detach
all its electronic components, and set
them aside.
3. Cover the exposed pickguard cavity
with tape to keep sawdust, etc. from
collecting there (Photo 27).
4. Measure the harmonica mic’s diameter
(ours is 1 3/8") so you can drill a hole
of the same diameter to mount it in.
On the face of the guitar, use a punch
tool to mark the center point for where
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you’d like the mic. Clamp the body to
the drill press table (don’t forget to use
something to protect the finish), use
the spade bit whose diameter matches
the mic’s, and drill a hole to a depth
sufficient to accommodate the mic
(Photo 28). The Shaker Retro Rocket
is 1/2" thick, so I drilled the hole 3/4"
deep and put some foam in the bottom of the hole for the mic to rest on
and help prevent rattling against the
pickguard.
5. Remove the tape from step 2 and use a
router and sharp 1/2" down-cut bit to
cut two channels (Photo 29) for routing wires from the new push-buttons
and the microphone leads (Photo 30)

back to the volume and tone controls
and output jack.
6. Drill a wire-access hole through the
middle pickup route and into the monkey grip using a 3/16" aircraft extension bit (Photo 31).
7. To locate where to create microphone
“windscreen” holes in the pickguard,
use some tape, a 6" steel rule, a pencil, and the body’s nearest pickguard
mounting hole (we used the one second from the tip of the guitar’s treble
cutaway) to measure the distance
to the center of the mic hole. On this
guitar, it ended up being 1 1/2" up
and 1" to the left (Photos 32 and 33).
On the pickguard, use tape and the

Ibanez JEMJRSP with
“Monkey Grip-u-Lator”

Pre-mod
Post-mod
PREMIER GUITAR MAY ���� | 12

INSTRUCTIONS CONT'D
same screw hole and measurements
to locate and mark the center of the
windscreen. Draw a 1 3/8"circle, then
use your rule to draw equidistant grid
lines (ours are roughly 1/4" apart)
inside the circle. Use a drill press to
drill 1/16" holes at gridline intersections (Photo 34).
8. Because the original tone control location is the perfect spot for our new
1/4" auxiliary jack—and because
there’s ample space to relocate the
tone control to halfway between there
and the volume pot—find the midpoint
between the two knobs and mark it
with a punch. Drill a hole, ream it to
accommodate a pot shaft, move the
tone pot to the new hole, ream the
original tone-pot hole if necessary, and
install the auxiliary jack (Photo 35).
9. To create a pattern for the new monkey
grip control panel, cover it with wide,
low-tack tape and use a flat half-pencil
to trace both the outline of the monkey
grip and the curve of the adjacent pickguard edge (Photo 36). Then transfer
the tape to the pickguard material
blank (Photo 37). Using the table
inserts from my spindle sander, I drew
three circles (of two different sizes)
and connected the lines to make a
simple shape that would cover the grip

(Photo 38). I used a band saw to cut it
(Photo 39), and a spindle sander for
cleanup (Photo 40).
10. Mark and drill four screw holes in the
cover using a drill press and 1/8" bradpoint bit, then a countersink bit (Photo
41). Tip: Prior to drilling, double-check
that the body hole locations are far
enough from the grip’s edge for the
screws to be sufficiently anchored.
Once holes are drilled in the cover, place
the cover over the grip area and use a
punch to mark one hole location on the
body. Drill the hole using a 3/32" HSS
bit. Attach a screw through this hole,
check the cover location and orientation
again, then mark the three other holes,
drill them out, and mount the screws.
11. Use a scribe to trace the monkey-grip
shape into the bottom of the cover
(Photo 42). This will help with the
placement of the three holes for the
SPDT momentary switches. To make
three equally spaced holes, measure the width of the monkey grip
and divide by four, which is .958".
Measure in .958" from each edge
(Photo 43) to mark the two outside
holes and then measure in another
.958" to get the third hole. Drill the
holes using a press and a 1/4" brad
point (Photo 44).

So How Does It Sound?

In a word (or two), our Monkey Grip-u-Lator is seriously messed
up—in all the right ways! For years now I’ve used my phone’s
Voice Memos app to build a collection of funny sound clips
(e.g., from old sitcoms, and embarrassing things my kids say)
and strange sounds (eerie insect noises, hypnotic bubbling as
liquid approaches the boiling point, the slamming of a door
in a hotel stairwell whose echoes would impress a Strymon or
Eventide stompbox). I import my favorites to the Koala Sampler
app for iOS, which lets you manipulate each sample’s pitch, add
effects (fuzz, “robot,” reverb, “synth,” etc.), and then load them
into a bank of “trigger pad” icons. Thanks to a Lightning-to-�.�
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12. To bevel the control plate’s edge to
match the pickguard’s, create a caul by
tracing the shape of the monkey grip
cover onto a piece of plywood, cutting
it on the band saw, and sanding it to
shape on your spindle sander. Then
glue a block of wood to the bottom
(Photo 45) so the caul can be securely
held in your vice (Photo 46). Screw
the cover to the caul and hand-bevel
the edge using files, scrapers, and
sandpaper.
13. Install the SPDT momentary switches,
labeling each on a piece of tape to
make wiring easier (Photo 47). Wire
the circuit as shown in Figure 1.
14. To keep the circuit clean of dust, etc.,
create a cover for the back of the grip
area. Use low-tack tape and a pencil
(as in step 9) to trace the adjacent
area of the body’s belly contour. Put
the tape on the thinner pickguard
material, cut, and sand it to shape.
Check the fit with the body multiple
times as you work. Drill three mounting-screw holes (as in step 10) and
install the back plate. Place doublestick tape along the underside of the
edges between the screws so the thin
material will match the contour of the
body and look nice (Photo 48).
15. Tune up and make some noise!

mm adapter and a �.� mm-to-�/�" cable, I had a blast using
the modded JEMJRSP to do stuff like route a creepily slowed
version of the Three’s Company’s disco theme and Franklin,
The Twilight Zone’s incessantly talking slot machine, through
my rig. It’s even more tantalizing when you set it all awash in
generous heapings of reverb and/or delay—preferably swirling
and stuttering in waves of self-oscillation—and periodically
punctuate the freakscape with rhythmic ��-cycle slashes and
random howling from the Shaker mic—which is demonically
sensitive, but wrangle-able to wonderfully subversive effect
with careful aiming, covering, tapping, etc. —SH
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Yamaha Revstar Mojo Pickups Dual Foil Mod
For those of you who’ve been shaking your heads at the two previous mods, first—in the immortal words of King Arthur in Monty
Python and the Holy Grail—“You make me sad.” Second, thank
you for sticking with us anyway. We’re rewarding you for your
valiance with this straightforward mod. Although the Yamaha
Revstar RS��� ($��� street) comes stock with pretty respectable
pickups, we’ve been intrigued for the last little bit by U.K. outfit
Mojo Pickups’ recent Dual Foil designs—which are humbucking interpretations of the unique gold-foil pickups found on old
Teisco and Harmony guitars. As you may have noticed in the
video clip (online) of David Torn in the Monkey Grip-u-Lator
section, Torn’s Ronin Mirari was equipped with Mojo Dual Foils,
and they sound delicious. Which is why luthiers at boutique
outfits such as Abernethy Guitars, Uma Guitars, and Deimel
Guitarworks have recently been gravitating toward them. —SH
Parts
• Mojo Pickups Dual Foil
humbucker set ($360 street)
• 1/8"-thick length of rosewood
• Mahogany block, 4 3/4"x3
1/8"x3/4" ($12 street)
Tools and Supplies You’ll Need
• Soldering iron & rosin-core solder
• Solder sucker
• Wire strippers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

…Torn’s Ronin Mirari
was equipped with
Mojo Dual Foils, and they
sound delicious."

Medium Phillips screwdriver
Band saw
Drill press
Belt sander and/or spindle Sander
Flat plate with 3M Stikit sandpaper
(P320, P400, P600, P800)
6" steel ruler
12" steel ruler
Long steel straight edge
Dremel-style rotary tool with base
Spiral down-cut bit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pencil
Low-tack tape
Razor knife
Drill
1/16" drill bit
1/8" brad-point bit
3/16" brad-point bit
Thick (#30) superglue
Sandpaper

DAVE’S STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Set up the guitar with the string gauge
and action you prefer.
2. Remove stock pickups and bridge
parts and set them aside. Write down
where each pickup’s leads were connected on the selector switch. Using
low-tack tape, cover the face of the
guitar and mark a centerline for both
the bridge pickup and from the end of
the fretboard down to the bridge studs
(Photo 49). Note: Because the existing neck route is so close to the end of
the fretboard, we don’t need a neckpickup centerline—we’ll just place the
Mojo neck unit as close as possible to
the fretboard. The end of the fretboard
is 2 1/4" wide, so the center is 1 1/8"
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in from the fretboard edge. The bridge
studs are 2 7/8" apart, so the center is
1 7/16".
3. Vintage gold-foils are shallow-bodied,
surface-mount designs that don’t need
a pickup cavity. Mojo Dual Foils are
true to this form factor, which means
we don’t need to widen the Revstar’s
routes to accommodate their wider
dimensions. But we do want to place
the Dual Foils on the guitar’s top to
make sure we mount them where
they’ll adequately cover the original
routes. Using a pencil and the centerline from step 2, trace onto the tape
where each pickup will go (Photo 50).
The Mojos are 3 1/2" long x 2 3/32"

wide. For the neck pickup, we’ll measure 2 3/32" (the pickup’s width) from
the end of the fretboard toward the
bridge and make a mark. From there,
we’ll mark 1 3/4" (half the pickup’s
length) out on both sides of the centerline and connect the dots to make
the outline for the neck pickup. For the
bridge pickup, mark the center of the
1 5/8"-wide pickup cavity. To find the
center, come in from the edge of the
humbucker cavity 13/16". From this
centerline, come out 1 3/64" up and
down on both sides. From those marks,
come out on both sides 1 3/4" and
connect the dots. This is the outline for
where the bridge pickup will be located.

Yamaha Revstar Mojo Pickups
Dual Foil Mod

Pre-mod
Post-mod
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INSTRUCTIONS CONT'D
4. Although we don’t need to widen the
routes, we do need to cut a small channel in one corner of each pickup’s new
location to accommodate the wire
bundle protruding from each pickup’s
underside (Photo 51). Mark the corners
in an L-shape 3/32" x 3/8" (Photo 52).
Use a Dremel and a down-cut bit to
make the relief cut 3/16" deep, making
sure not to go outside the marked corner lines. Then use a razor knife to cut
the tape out of the cavities (Photo 53)
so you can set the pickup in place and
run the wire into the guitar (Photo 54).
Make sure each pickup sits flat and its
wire isn’t being pinched.
5. The Revstar’s pickup cavities have
deeper routes at each end for the original mounting screws, and we need
to fill these four areas in order to
give the Dual Foils’ mounting screws
anchor points. Cut four mahogany
blocks (Photo 55) to approximately
1/2" x 3/16" and smooth them with
sandpaper as desired. They should

fit snuggly but not super tightly. Set
them in their cavity and use a pencil
to mark where each is flush with the
guitar’s top (Photo 56). Cut below
this mark so the blocks don’t prevent
the pickups from resting flat against
the body. Our blocks ended up being
just over 1" tall.
6. Set the pickups in place and confirm
that the Mojo screws will go into the
mahogany blocks when mounted
(Photo 57). Once this is confirmed,
make sure the cavity is clean and dry,
then apply thick superglue to the bottom and long edge of each block, press
it into place, and let them dry 20–30
minutes (Photo 58).
7. Set one pickup in place, aligning it with
the marks on your tape. While holding
the pickup firmly, press a mounting
screw into each mahogany block to
mark where to drill a 1/16" hole (Photo
59). Repeat this for the other pickup,
then drill all four holes to a depth of 1"
(Photo 60).

So How Does It Sound?

The Revstar’s original humbuckers were respectable but somewhat unremarkable rockers for this price range, so it goes without
saying that both the Mojos’ quality build and their adherence
to the unique construction characteristic of vintage gold-foils
imbued the Yamaha with new life and a pretty different tonal
bent. Good gold-foils are renowned for their bright, detailed
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8. In order for the Revstar’s pickguard
to fit flush with the new pickups, we’ll
score a straight line that aligns with
the bottom of the original U-shaped
cutouts. Cut off the excess (Photo 61)
and sand with up to 800-grit paper.
Install the pickguard.
9. To better match volume between the
neck and bridge pickup, we decided to
make a small riser to get the new bridge
pickup closer to the strings. Trace the
pickup onto a 1/8"-thick piece of rosewood. Use a drill press and a 3/16" brad
point to create a hole for the wiring,
then drill pickup-mounting holes with a
1/8" brad point (Photo 62).
10. Cut the riser’s rough shape on a band saw,
then refine it with a spindle sander and
a flat plate with Stikit sandpaper (Photo
63). Tip: As you smooth the edges, regularly check the riser against the pickup to
make sure you don’t overdo it.
11. Mount the pickups and riser (Photo
64). Solder the pickups to the selector
switch, and string it up!

grittiness and stinging attack, especially through a cranked
amp, and the Dual Foils have that in spades—only with a little
more humbucker oomph. What’s more, although we didn’t
wire them this way for this project, they also have �-conductor
wiring in case you’d like to coil-tap them for a little more of the
old-school foil slice. —SH
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